Trigger for introduction of tablet camera
Potential of
loss and
failure etc. of
memory card

It takes time for
a person in
charge to
receive the
picture data

Problem before introduction …

In-house environment for
submitting a report is not
prepared.

If the tablet camera is introduced …
User-friendly
simple operation

There is no
problem in loss
because GPS
tracking is
available

GEAR NOUVE system
can resolve problems
There is no concern of data
loss in case of loss or
failure because images are
not stored in the tablet
main body

A picture is
not shot

It is not
possible to
check all
fields all the
time

Images can be
shared with
server in real
time

Spick-and-span
security
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Shooting

Access to
genba.net

Picture
Correction / instruction

The items to be shot are decided and only
the related construction items are shot.
There is no mistake of neglecting shooting
them.
You can get instructions from person in
charge of construction through the pictures.
The person in charge of construction can
comprehend the progress at the field.

Access to
genba.net

Report
Correction / instruction

You can comprehend the situation at the field in real
time.
You can supervise the builder's office on the
correction while checking the pictures.
If you send a picture, it will be automatically
attached to the report. So, you can cut out the need
of creation of report and submit it quickly.

You can check construction
status and shooting point
finally and supervise the
branch on correction as
occasion demands.

Field merit
① It is possible to prevent neglecting of shooting by using camera application on which only necessary items are mounted for
each property.
② As a person in charge of construction can check the sent pictures in real time, reshooting can be supported immediately.
③ As pictures can be shot while checking samples of items to be shot, you do not mistake the shooting.

Branch merit
① As you can check the shot pictures in real time, you can comprehend the progress of construction.
② As a shot picture is attached to the report, the report can be created by just printing it.
③ As only pictures accepted by a person in charge of construction is created as a report, the quality of report will be also
improved.
④ You can comprehend the actual performance of pictures in the report of property you have charge at one view.
⑤ You can supervise the builder's office on the correction of construction situation and shooting point.

Head Quarters merit
① As you can check the report on WEB in real time, you can comprehend the progress.
② You can tally the report ranking data quickly based on submission rate and construction manual.
③ You can finally supervise the branch on correction of construction status and shooting point etc. through the report.

SUMITOMO FORESTRY HOMETECH CO.,LTD. General merit related to construction quality management
◆ You can check images and report in real time.
◆ As only necessary items can be mounted on the camera application for each property, you can prevent neglecting of shooting.
◆ As an item to be shot again can be notified to the field through the camera application, the communications with field can be
smoothly performed.
◆ High-quality and correct construction pictures can be submitted to the customer.
◆ As shooting of pictures is not neglected, you can comprehend and respond to the situation quickly in emergency situation.
◆ A person in charge of construction can comprehend the progress of construction correctly.
◆ The report has not been submitted completely, however, the report submission rate increased up to 89%.

